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What Google’s Latest 
Search Technology 
Means for Your Website
We'll discuss Google's latest changes to its search algorithms 
and AI, what that means for your law firm's website, and how 
to succeed with Google (regardless of the many changes it 
makes to its algorithms).



Google’s Latest 
Algorithm Updates

● Announcement from Google’s Senior VP of 
Search, Prabhakar Raghavan:

“How AI is Powering a More Helpful 
Google”

● “We’ve made tremendous progress over 
the past 22 years [...] With recent 
advancements in AI, we’re making bigger 
leaps forward in improvements to Google 
than we’ve seen over the last decade, so 
it’s even easier for you to find just what 
you’re looking for.”

● This is a multi-feature update that affects a 
variety of queries and their results

● Just announced: 
December 2020 Core Algorithm Update



About the Latest 
Algorithm Updates

● How is Google improving search results for 
misspelled queries?

○ “This single change makes a greater 
improvement to spelling than all of our 
improvements over the last five years.”

● How is Google using individual webpage passages 
to improve search?

○ “Very specific searches can be the hardest 
to get right...the single sentence that 
answers your question might be buried...”

● How is Google using relevant query subtopics in 
search?
○ “…Greater diversity of content when you 

search for something broad.”



What These Updates 
Mean for You

● “Make pages for users, not for search 
engines”

● “People rely on Search for the highest 
quality information available...”

“Every year we launch thousands of 
improvements to make Search better, and 
rigorously test each of these changes to 
ensure people find them helpful. Our 
ranking factors and policies are applied 
fairly to all websites, and this has led to 
widespread access to a diversity of 
information, ideas and viewpoints.”

● Content drives SEO.



About High-Quality Content 
on Law Firm Websites

❏ What PNCs and Google want:
High-quality, authoritative content.

❏ Authority: The trust Google attributes to 
your site compared to other sites 
competing for the same searches.

❏ Trust is based primarily on your content’s 
usefulness and how easy it is for visitors to 
consume.

❏ When content is useful and easy to 
understand, visitors stay on your site 
longer and are more likely to become 
leads.

❏ Google learns from this engagement 
behavior.



About High-Quality Content 
on Law Firm Websites

❏ When Google refers a visitor to a page on 
your website, it learns from the outcome:

❏ Outcome 1: The visitor stays on 
your website. This makes future 
Google referrals for similar 
searches more likely.

❏ Outcome 2: The visitor returns to 
Google to try again. This makes 
future Google referrals for similar 
searches less likely.

❏ Content attracts more PNCs,  keeps them 
on your site, and converts them at a higher 
rate.



What the Best-Ranking 
Websites Have in Common

❏ They attract a large quantity of quality 
traffic from the free search results through 
informational, specific content.

❏ These attorneys know written content is 
the single biggest driver of rankings, 
visitors, and leads. This is where they place 
their focus.

❏ There are supporting elements that 
contribute to better rankings. (LawLytics 
takes care of these for you.)

However, Google depends primarily on 
written content to determine search 
placement.

❏ The best ranking sites exclude elements 
that distract from content.



Defining SEO

❏ SEO: Search Engine Optimization

❏ Defined as: Increasing the quantity and 
quality of traffic to your website through 
organic search engine results.

❏ What does successful SEO look like?

❏ Your law firm’s website attracts and 
converts new clients from free 
search engine traffic.

❏ A key point that we’ll discuss today:

Content drives SEO.



What Goes into SEO 
Success?

Quality Content: Content is, by far, the most 
important factor in SEO success. 

To attract more potential clients from the web, 
this should be your main focus.

User Experience: This supports your content and 
converts visitors into leads.

Everything else: Your site’s structure, complying 
with Google’s guidelines, inbound links...



What Google Wants 
From Webmasters

Basic Principles:

● Make pages for users, not for search 
engines.

○ Create high-quality content.

● Don’t deceive your users.

● Avoid tricks intended to improve search 
engine rankings.

● Think about what makes your website 
unique, valuable, or engaging.

● Make your website stand out from others 
in your field.



Website Assessment 
Questions

Does your content provide:

● Original information or analysis?
● A comprehensive description of the topic?
● Insightful analysis beyond the obvious?
● Substantial additional value and 

originality?
● A descriptive, helpful summary (either the 

headline or the page title)?

Is this the sort of page you’d want to bookmark, 
share with a friend, or recommend?



LawLytics Makes Successful Law Firm Websites Easy

O


